Well is located on topo map 13,669' south of Latitude: 40° 02' 30".

LEGEND
- KPO MAP POINT
- WELLS:
  - ALL ARE POINTS UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
  - ½" RADIUS
  - SCALE
  - WATER SOURCE
  - WELL NUMBER (BASE ON ATTACHED WM-6A)
  - POINTS
  - PROPOSED RENEWAL WELL
  - PROPOSED SIGN
  - PROPOSED WATER WELL
  - RO
  - STREAM CENTER LINE
  - WELLS WITHIN 3000'

FILE #: SHL13GHS
DRAWING #: SHL13GHS
SCALE: 1" = 2000'
MINIMUM DEGREE OF ACCURACY: 1/2500
PROVEN SOURCE OF ELEVATION: U.S.G.S. MONUMENT THOMAS 1498.81'

NOTE: NO WELLS WITHIN 3000'

DEAD E. VOGT, ET AL
14/409 1-12-08/FR/FR OF PARCELS 9 & 11

ART. H. WHEELEY, ET AL
14/409 1-12-08/FR/FR OF PARCELS 9 & 11

PLATE SEAL HERE

THE UNDERSIGNED, HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS PLAT IS CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF AND SHOWS ALL THE INFORMATION REQUIRED BY LAW AND THE REGULATIONS ISSUED AND PRESCRIBED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.

Signed: [Signature]
RPE: [Signature]
L.L.S.: P.S. No. 2000
PLACE SEAL HERE

FILE #: SHL13GHS
DATE: APRIL 17, 2013
OPERATOR'S WELL #: SHL13GHS
API WELL #: 47 51 STATE COUNTY PERMIT
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